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CANDLEMAS (Photo by Cris Obey)

THE BLESSING OF PARTNERSHIPS

Window in St Mary's, Walkley (Photo: Shan Rush)

I am writing this on the Feast of the
Epiphany, a time when we
remember how far and wide the
good news of God’s love is revealed.
It is not a commodity to be held onto
but a quality of relationship to be
shared generously.

that shines in the darkness, a light
which cannot be overcome. We
need this light as much now as ever.
We don’t need a light that dazzles −
the light of a distant star can be
enough to guide us through a dark
night − but when we feel that the way
is obscured, when we don’t know
which way to turn, that’s when the
light of faith can be our inner light, to
guide and reassure us.

You are likely to be reading this on or
after the Feast of Candlemas,
February 2, which marks forty days
since Jesus’ birth, the day when the
firstborn son of Mary is taken to the
temple. Simeon and Anna recognise
that this is the child they have been
waiting for, a child whose life will
make such a difference.

Over the Christmas period St Mark’s
has been full of people of all ages
and stages of faith, gathering here
for reasons we might never know: to
celebrate, to grieve, to find meaning,
seeking a community of welcome or
a place of belonging. Each visitor
brings with them the gift of their life

Epiphany and Candlemas both
remind us that Christ is the light
which enlightens all people, a light
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experience. The gift of their need,
their joy, their curiosity, their desire,
gifts which represent the pain and
pleasure
which
shapes
us.
Whatever we mean by ‘God’ we
need each other’s experiences to
ensure that we are not creating God
in our own image.

undoubtedly, more that we could do
together but the connections we
have already established mean that
we have supported each other
through uncertainty and change.
Their Vicar, the Revd Canon Julie
Upton, has been my mentor as I
have been developing my ministerial
skills.

I am hoping that most of you have
heard something about the ‘Mission
Partnership’ which is emerging
between the churches of St Mark’s,
St John’s Ranmoor, St Mary’s
Walkley, St Timothy’s Crookes and
The Vine, Upper and Netherthorpe.
At Candlemas the Revd Melanie
FitzGerald retired, so the partnership
between St Mark’s, St John’s and St
Mary’s is going to become more
active.

We have enjoyed a wonderful
relationship with our ecumenical
partners at The Beacon, Broomhill
and St Andrew’s URC. Although the
Methodist congregation has had to
disperse we still benefit greatly by
being part of Churches Together in
Broomhill and Broomhall.
The best partnerships involve
mutuality, genuinely valuing our
differences, acknowledging our need
of others as well as the gifts that we
bring. Here at St Mark’s we know
that we have an abundance of
blessings but with them comes a
responsibility to be wise and careful
stewards. It is my hope and prayer
that, over the next few years, we will
discover new ways to shine as lights
in our work and our home life, so that
our relationships may reflect the
integrity which comes from God, the
source of light and love.

The Vine and St Timothy’s have
begun to explore the possibility of
becoming a joint benefice with one
ordained minister. Hallam Deanery
is also being asked to build
relationships with churches in
Ecclesfield Deanery because each
deanery is being asked to look for
ways of deploying a much smaller
number of clergy. I have begun to
look for ways of making connections
with the church opposite the
Northern General Hospital, St
Cuthbert’s, Fir Vale.

‘There must be always remaining in
every life, some place for the singing
of angels, some place for that which
in itself is breathless and beautiful.’
Howard Thurman, civil rights activist
and theologian.

Partnerships are not a luxury but an
essential part of what it means to be
church. We are many parts but one
body. Here at St Mark’s we have
valued an active relationship with the
Manor Parish, sharing Lent groups
for several years.
There is,

Sue Hammersley
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JUSTICE AND PEACE HAVE EMBRACED

GENEROSITY (Photo by Yingchih, Unsplash)

Psalm 85 has some verses which
have always struck me forcefully:

Northern Ireland was that both sides
had to accept that, if peace was going
to be achieved, then some families
who had had family members
murdered would have to see those
murderers walk free. They would not
receive justice.
It was a brave,
necessary and difficult step.

Love and faithfulness have come
together;
Justice and peace have embraced.
Faithfulness appears from earth
and justice looks down from heaven.
(Verses 10-11)

But the psalm is saying ‘justice and
peace have embraced.’ Surely that is
something we would always want to
happen but it can be difficult.

The verse which strikes me especially
is ‘Love and faithfulness have come
together; justice and peace have
embraced.’ The Hebrew word
translated as love is hesed. It is
sometimes translated as ‘loving
kindness’. There is in it the sense of a
dogged loyalty, of a love which will
absolutely
never
under
any
circumstances give up. There is a
toughness to it. It is not just the words
themselves; it is the way they are
combined. Justice and peace do not
always go easily together. One of the
toughest parts of the peace process in

Let me illustrate this with a sharp
discussion which took place in the
Faith and Justice group here at St
Mark's.
The issue was whether
encouraging people to eat much less
meat in order to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions was simply a sideshow
compared with tackling the poverty of
people in this city and in this country
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who can barely afford enough to eat
and this should be the priority.

Jesus, it seems to me, never gives up
on anybody whatever they have done
or refused to do. He refuses to write
people off. True, the arrogant get the
sharp edge of his tongue but a tax
gatherer, probably corrupt, became
one of his disciples; he forgives the
soldiers crucifying him.
The
hesed/love of God embraces even the
most perverse politician about whom
we find it almost impossible to have a
charitable thought. Trusting in the
promises of God is not a cop-out. It is
a call to endless patience, endurance,
determination and imagination. God's
promise is that he will always be with
us on that journey.

Once we stopped to think about it we
realised that this disagreement was
wrongheaded. They are both aspects
of the same thing. This has been
illustrated most graphically by the
dispute in France of the gilets jaunes,
the ‘yellow vests’. President Macron
raised the tax on vehicle fuel to reduce
consumption and therefore reduce
emissions in the fight against
damaging climate change. So far so
good, but this had a devastating effect
on some people, especially poor
people in the country who had little or
no access to public transport and for
whom this was a devastating blow.
Huge protests followed and the
increase in fuel duty was cancelled.

I want to finish on a very practical note
for that journey. Hope for the Future
has developed a way of enabling
constituents to have constructive
conversations with their MP, especially
about climate change, however much
they may disagree with him or her. I
believe that the approach is at root the
approach that Jesus adopted. It is
based on building a respectful
relationship.
Sir Edward Garnier,
former MP for Harborough, has a
simple message about it.
‘Your
passion when talking about climate
change is important, but not so much
passion that your message is lost.
Blaming those with whom you are
trying to work is not conducive to
problem solving. Believe in your
argument but respect your audience.’

This made clear that attempts to
grapple with climate change must also
at the same time be just − and just to
the whole population. If they are not
just, they will not succeed. Justice and
peace and the fight against climate
change must embrace. Love/hesed
and justice must come together.
Once the point has been made, it is
pretty obvious that the fight against
poverty and the fight against
dangerous climate change need to go
hand in hand. But God is concerned
with the whole world and all who live in
it, and that includes even the most
obtuse climate deniers and those who
seem intent on trashing the Earth.
How do we embrace them in justice
and peace?

Michael Bayley
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MUGU AND HUMLA – N.W. NEPAL

School (Photo: Dilys Noble)

Dirt roads are creeping along the
steep valley sides of the Nepali
middle hills, initiated by Practical
Action and now by run by RAP3, a
Nepali NGO funded by UK AID.
Narrow footpaths still hug the sides
of the Karnali, a fish and fossil-rich
river, to reach villages a few days
walk ahead of the roads, where
Phase projects are improving health,
education
and
livelihood
opportunities.

the terraces, are made of a mixture
of wood, stone and mud, dark
protection from the bitter night-time
cold.
Food insecurity prevails,
causing generalised stunted growth,
sub-standard
nutrition,
poor
immunity to disease and childhood
malnutrition.
Phase provides polytunnels and
resistant seeds that produce fresh
vegetables. Training in planting,
raising seedlings and animal
husbandry (resistant chicken stock
breeding with local fowl, and goats)
have seen positive changes. Eating
vegetables throughout the year is a
great source of pride with the
producers, not to mention dietary
improvement over millet rôti and rice.
Solar panels for a lift irrigation project
close to the river need to be huge to
capture the short hours of sunlight,
but they are difficult to transport by

Hills beyond hills, beyond hills,
beyond hills appear − brown,
deforested middle slopes, green
pines higher up, outlined by the
snowy Himals beyond.
Ancient
terraces fan down towards the river
retaining the dry stony soil from
which a living is thrashed, ploughing
by bullock, planting and harvesting
by hand.
Stepped, flat-roofed
houses, sitting between and above
6

mule. Most irrigation is still from
small mountain streams diverted
through hand dug channels.

in hand washing were demonstrated
− first on me, then children came up
and taught one another with much
amusement. It was gratifying to see
children practising this later at the
ancient and beautifully carved
communal washing place. I was told
by a teacher that some years ago
there had been a terrible outbreak of
diarrhoea when hundreds had died,
and he had lost all his family except
one son (cholera I presume). But in
the 5 years since Phase has been
active in the village there had been
no adult deaths from diarrhoea.

Government Schools and Health
Posts have difficulty attracting and
retaining staff in these remote areas
with few resources. Here in Tumcha
there is a dedicated teacher. In
response to his request for material
help, Phase has provided matting
and educational games for nursery
classes, white boards for the seniors
and an eclectic range of wall posters.
There is no access to the internet to
check things like the circulation of
the heart, the life cycle of frogs or
fungi. Teaching by rote is the norm
− learning and having fun do not
compute, so it was a delight to watch
the nursery class noisily playing
educational games.

My annual month living in the
villages with the Phase team,
mentoring and teaching the medical
staff and monitoring and evaluating
the
projects
on
behalf
of
Phaseworldwide (a donor) leaves
me with huge respect for the
communities and staff. The staff
spend about 6 months away from
their homes and families, dependent
on all their needs arriving by mule
train; medicines, soap, rice, oil,
sugar. Generally they rent a couple
of rooms in a local household with
unreliable solar power for lighting,
wood fire for cooking, outside squat
loo, water carried from a public
stand-pipe or river where the weekly
wash and bathing happens. Clinic
sessions can be extremely busy,
lively discussions on whatever
presents, from the common −
pneumonia,
common
cold,
malnutrition − to the fortunately less
frequent but serious head injuries
and acute appendicitis requiring
evacuation.

Phase medical staff have multiple
roles; apart from providing local GP
and A& E services, they provide
outreach clinics, health education,
village cleaning days, dialogue with
traditional healers, and promote
women and girls’ rights through
meetings and street theatre. All
Phase staff live and work within the
community, creating great respect
and trust not only from the
community but from providers of
large grants and trusts (e.g. DFID,
UK AID, etc) − not often seen with
other NGOs. I enjoyed being the 1st
victim in a health education event at
the local school on correct hand
washing. 250 pupils and 7 teachers
sat in a double circle on the mud
ground whilst the 6 − yes 6! − steps
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Health
education
is
pursued
relentlessly in clinic encounters and
special group meetings. Monthly
Mothers’ Group meetings are an
opportunity
to
reinforce
the
importance of regular antenatal care
and the need for a skilled birth
attendant at delivery.
Tumcha
recently saw the safe deliveries of 2
breech babies and a set of twins.
Previously without nurses these may
well have not survived. But daily
living and survival always comes
first, and even advance warning of
the meeting did not stop 10 or more
mothers going down to the river
(over 1000 metres below − nearly the
ascent of Ben Nevis, but straight up
and down) to ‘cut grass’ for animal
fodder. Bless ‘em, they joined the
meeting later, which up until then
had been mostly aimed at
grandfathers looking after small
children or spinning goats’ wool on a
hand-held spindle, and a group of
older women whose children were at
school. So the health education was
repeated.

women themselves,
demanding change.

who

are

Regular dialogue with the many local
traditional healers, certainly when I
have been a part of the discussion,
appeared
to
show
mutual
understanding of the place for each
discipline. Traditional healers say
they deal with emotional and family
problems; they are not infrequent
patients attending clinic themselves.
In Tumcha, I was particularly upset
to examine a 9-month-old with
severe pneumonia who had been
taken to the traditional healer a few
days earlier. He had received what
appeared to be cigarette burns along
the line of a lower rib. Old scarring
from this treatment is frequently seen
on the abdomens of adults. The
nurses say the burns are made by
the end of a heated metal spoon −
whatever, they were infected and
painful. We still have a long way to
go, and as much as the healers need
to understand what is appropriate,
parental and patient expectation of
‘traditional healing’ also needs to
change.

Upholding women’s rights are an
important part of Phase Nepal’s
remit, addressing long held traditions
such as Chaupadi (isolating women
during menstruation and after child
birth, often to remote animal shelters
outside the village) and child
marriage. Women have died of
hypothermia, and newborns are
exposed not only to cold but a high
risk of infection. Changing behaviour
takes years; tackling this through
very amusing street theatre does
seem to arouse empowerment in

When I left UK at the beginning of
November people trafficking was big
news. It has long been a problem
here in the remote NW of Nepal,
where people struggle with large
families
and
food
insecurity.
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Mothers Meeting (Photo Dilys Noble)

‘Orphanages’ in Kathmandu are full
of young people whose families have
paid unscrupulous characters who
have taken their children, promising
to educate them and return them as
doctors, engineers and teachers.
Possibly one of the hardest
situations I have seen was a young
lad of 16 who, whether trafficked or
lured by the opportunity of work and
his own entrepreneurial spirit, went
to work in a stone quarry in India at
the age of 15. When solar lighting is
available in the hill villages, it is
unsophisticated and switching on
and off entails twisting the bare ends
of 2 wires together, very low voltage
and barely a palpable buzz.
Tragically this chap picked up a bare
mains / industrial wire in one hand
and suffered such severe burns he
has lost both hands and an ear. His
journey home by bus, more bus, and

days of walking must have been
heartbreaking. Phase arranged for
him to have his surgery at a wellknown hospital in Jumla, but now
have to try and get him to
Kathmandu to the disability project
opened there in response to the Dalit
rubbish workers.
This is a long read, but Phase does
much work aside from basic health
care and that all need to be
acknowledged. To be effective and
sustainable, health care needs to
work in conjunction with education
and livelihood improvements. I have
seen much change over the years I
have been privileged to work in
Phase health posts and know that I
am a fortunate woman.
Dilys Noble
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ST MARK'S LUNCH AND FRIENDSHIP CLUB
It was a Wednesday, so it
was St Mark's Lunch and
Friendship Club.
Barry
arrived early to put out
tables and chairs and set
places for lunch. The cooks
arrived to prepare the twocourse meal for 30 guest:
pasta bake with vegetables,
followed by freshly cooked
apple sponge pudding and custard.

afterwards. The meal is fish or meat
based, with vegetables.
There are
options for vegetarians and gluten-free
provision.

After lunch the room was rearranged
ready for Nancy Fielder, the editor of
Sheffield Newspapers, to give an
illustrated presentation entitled Sheffield
Newspapers over the Decades using
pictures of Sheffield from the Telegraph
and Star archives. Some showed the
newspaper building and articles from the
last 100 years, providing reminiscences
and interest for both ‘natives’ of Sheffield
and those of us who are ‘incomers’.

After lunch a variety of entertainment and
activities is provided − the result of much
discussion and planning.
Visiting
speakers such as Nancy Fielder and
music groups alternate with in-house
entertainment such as a quiz, games or
craft or musical activities. In the summer
we have lunch out at a local venue.

Each Wednesday about 30 members
arrive at St Mark's and settle down at a
table to catch up with news from friends.
A few walk from their homes nearby or
come by taxi, but most are collected by
the charity Transport 17, run by
volunteers who get to know the Friends
and are vital to the success of the Club.
There are always helpers on hand at
church to greet Friends as they arrive.

The Lunch and Friendship Club has been
running for 27 years, and is an
established part of the life of St Mark's
and the surrounding area. It is greatly
valued by the Friends and great fun to be
part of.
It does depend on the
commitment of regular volunteers, so if
you feel you would like to be part of the
team, or if you would like to become a
member, do get in touch with Rosalind
Rogerson.

A hot, freshly cooked meal is provided
each week by a rota of cooks, helped by
volunteers who serve and tidy away

Mabel Padfield
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AN END, AND A NEW BEGINNING
As you will be aware, St Mark’s CRC
has decided that the time has come
for it to cease to be an independent
organisation championing an open,
inclusive and questioning approach to
Christianity.
There is, of course, much sadness
around this decision, as CRC has
been a place of inspiration, succour
and friendship for many people over
the 16 or so years it has been active.

till 12.30pm at St Mark’s at which we
will be celebrating:
• the launch of the CRCOnline
website;
• the life of Jim Cotter (who had
many associations with St
Mark’s when he lived in
Sheffield);
• the achievements of St Mark’s
CRC during its lifetime.

But there is also much to celebrate.
And a legacy to enjoy. That legacy is
in two parts. On the one hand, the
Study and Learning Group has
agreed that it will widen its brief and
add an active promotional side to its
work; so there will continue to be
occasional seminar events and
conferences that keep the enquiring
spirit of CRC alive.

We will be joined for this by two guest
speakers: Bishop Stephen Lowe
(Archdeacon of Sheffield during the
1990s), and the Revd Tracey Byrne,
until recently Chief Executive of
OneBodyOneFaith – successor to the
Gay Christian Movement of which Jim
was a founder member. Both were
personal friends of Jim.

On the other hand, there is a major
legacy in the form of a new website of
theological resources, CRCOnline,
for ‘anyone who wants to live with the
questions rather than being told
definitive answers; be rooted in the
life, work and radical values of Jesus
of Nazareth; celebrate the diversity of
the Jesus community and engage
with issues in the language of
contemporary discourse.’ This has
been developed and built thanks to a
generous grant from the Jim Cotter
Trust Fund.

Please do come along: the event will
be free! But let us know so we can
cater appropriately − either by email to
admin@stmarkscrc.co.uk
or
by
phone, 07981 191871.
John Schofield

So on Saturday, 29 February, we will
be holding a celebration from 10am
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ST TIMOTHY’S CHURCH, CROOKES

St Timothy’s Church, (photo Rob Wilks)

One thing you are assured of at St Tim’s
Church in Crookes is a warm welcome
and it was no doubt with that in mind that
back in 2007, when the church was
reordered, it was considered very
important that more young families with
children were attracted to worshipping
at the church.

The church, I understand, also enjoys
close links with the Catholic and
Methodist churches in the Crookes
area, which has led to the organisation
of Holiday Clubs. I understand that
these have attracted a number of
children, some of whom do not come
from Christian backgrounds. There is
good outreach work at the church, and
from what I saw, children are involved to
some extent in the weekly service.
There is also an evening service aimed
predominantly at younger adults.

The church has certainly achieved that
aim from what I observed. Their
community involvement also stood out
when I visited their Christmas Tree
Festival shortly before Christmas. Part
of their reordering involved the creation
of an open area at the back of church,
which allows for the organisation of
many informal activities, particularly
after church services. It is mainly a
welcome area, but it is also home to an
office and a meeting place with kitchen
facilities.

In contrast there is a midweek service
and lunch club for over-60 year-olds.
Like St Mark’s, the church serves a very
diverse community and welcomes
people of all ages from a variety of
different social backgrounds.
This
came across to me during the service
when I noticed the team leader,
12

Malcolm, informally involved in worship
alongside a youth leader. A small
number of older people attend an earlier
service at 8.30 am each week, perhaps
seeking a quieter and more
contemplative service.

church and find information about the
various groups that meet on a regular
basis at church or in other church
buildings.
A ‘Puppet Ministry’ headed up by one of
the lay readers, Roger Makin, is often
used in the 11 o’clock service. The
team attends meetings, usually on a
Monday, when they plan and rehearse
presentations that are sometimes given
as part of the Sunday service. Having
said that, the group has also performed
at other churches and a local school.
The church also has a number of Home
Groups, which meet on a regular basis.

Whereas the church could be described
as evangelical or charismatic in its
approach to theology, it consciously
makes every effort to cater for all needs
of the congregation that I gather can
number approximately 240, half of
whom are in the over-18 age bracket.
Those services which I attended did not
seem that evangelical, but you could
say the approach to worship was far
more informal than you might find in
some churches.

St Tim’s prides itself on the fact that they
have some very capable people
attending church, some of whom assist
in leading worship. Leaders wish to see
growth not only numerically but
spiritually as well.
The church
acknowledges the need to be proactive
in developing lay leadership. With this
in mind the existing leadership team
provides one-to-one mentoring and,
more commonly, group mentoring.

The church in its present form was built
in 1910, although the congregation
previously met in what was effectively a
tin building situated in the north of the
parish. St Tim’s is situated fairly close
as the crow flies to another of our
Mission Partner Churches, St Mary’s,
Walkley, which like St Tim’s is situated
in what could be described as a fairly
built-up suburb of Sheffield. St Tim’s
has chosen the symbol of a ‘harbour
lighthouse’ as its logo, in the knowledge
that ‘God has helped (those who attend
the church) find a safe harbour.’

St Timothy’s is clearly a strong and
active church community that reaches
out into the area of Crookes with strong
vision and commitment to spreading the
word of God. Within the last five years it
has experienced growth worthy of what
I see as a welcoming and imaginative
church.

Those who lead the church are aware
that we live in a fast-changing world and
wherever possible, in an attempt to
respond particularly to young people,
the church has a very informative and
comprehensive website, along with
links to other aspects of social media.
There is a host of information for those
who want to learn more about the

Rob Wilks
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DAMNED BAD PLACE, SHEFFIELD
David Price’s play about Sheffield in the aftermath of the French Revolution was
performed as a play in a day in the Upper Room on November 30. It told the
story of Joseph Gales, editor of the Sheffield Register, and his wife Winifred
(whose memoirs are the basis of the story). Alongside radical thinkers such as
Henry Yorke and Sheffield poet James Montgomery, Joseph helped in the
formation of the Sheffield Society for Constitutional Information, arguably
Britain’s first working class political society. Eventually he and Winifred became
refugees from their native city and left for the New World.
Frances Gray

Sheffield Radicals celebrate the French
Revolution

George III calls Sheffield
‘a damned bad place’
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(Photos by
Manuchehr)

Author! Author!
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ZUÁ FOUNDATION, 2019
St Mark’s International Committee has for many years
generously supported SuCCol (Support for Children in
Colombia) − a locally based charity formed to help
disadvantaged children in Colombia and in particular to
support the work of the Zuá Foundation in Bogotá. Moisés
Pedraza, a former member of St Mark’s and founder of Zuá, has sent us this
Newsletter describing the work of the Foundation over the past 12 months.
Dez Martin
The Zuá Foundation continues to
develop four basic programs for the
care of girls, boys and young people:

Pre-University Programme to enter
university next June.
Two young people, Anderson and
Kelly, finished university and obtained
their degrees in October. Including
them there have now been 17 young
people who have graduated from
university with the support of the Zuá
Foundation, SuCCol and other friends
who believe in the need to support this
vulnerable population.

1. Nutrition and food
2. Learning Workshops
3. Artistic Workshops
4. Higher education.
In 2019, we cared for 120 people from
Monday to Saturday − 20 tutors1 and
100 girls, boys and young people
between the ages of 5 and 18, who
mostly come from dysfunctional,
single-parent families, with very low
educational levels, highly vulnerable
and subjected to situations of
violence. This year 15 of the girls and
boys we have cared for have been
Venezuelan2.
On the Higher Education programme,
with the support of SuCCol and other
friends, 15 young people have
continued their university studies and
had very good results, which allowed
them to move on to the next term. We
have 5 young people preparing in the

Some of the cast of the play ‘Christmas
Promise’

On 1 December, a play, ‘Christmas
Promise,’ took place and we were able
to demonstrate the great talent of the
16

35 children who took part and reap the
fruit of a year of effort, which began in
February with the preparation of the
script, then the casting process and
rehearsal after rehearsal under the
coordination of two professionals who
are former pupils of the Foundation. It
was an experience that demonstrates
to the young people that if they really
want to, they can do something
extraordinary with their lives.
fees of the tutors1, to offer the young
people food and to be able to
strengthen the learning programme
and
the
artistic,
sports
and
entertainment programmes
On behalf of the girls, boys and young
people of the Zuá Foundation, thank
you for supporting us. We wish you a
2020 full of peace and love. − Moisés
NOTES:
1

The tutors are the young people who are on
the Pre-University Programme and those
who are being supported through university
by Zuá and who in return give up spare time
to help teach in the Foundation.

The play is part of a rich harvest of
successes during 2019. It was an
immensely productive year, and a
very rewarding one for all those who
have worked to make this training
process a reality. It has also been a
really worthwhile experience for all of
us who believe that things can
improve with hard work and constant
effort.

2

Because of the on-going economic and
humanitarian crisis in Venezuela, some 1.4
million Venezuelans have fled to Colombia in
recent years.
In August, 2019 the
Colombian president, Ivan Duque, granted
Colombian citizenship to 24,000 children
born to Venezuelan refugees.
For further information about SuCCol and
the Zuá Foundation, please contact:
dezandjenniemartin@btinternet.com .

Of course, a thousand thanks to those
who in many ways help us throughout
the year to continue our work with the
children, to pay the university tuition

(Photos: Moisés Pedraza/Fundación Zua
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‘IT’S ONE THING TO CHANGE THE LAW,
IT’S ANOTHER TO CHANGE THE CULTURE’

Lambeth Palace Entrance

A consultation day looking at the
experience of clergy women twenty
five years after the first ordinations to
the priesthood was held at Lambeth
Palace on 7 November. I attended
as a member of the national
committee of Women and the
Church (WATCH).

Canterbury, Justin Welby, attended
for part of the day and presided at the
Eucharist. The day aimed to both
understand current experience and
to
identify
priorities,
moving
forwards.
The event was organised by the
Transformation Steering Group,
which was established in 2010 in
response to the slow progress of
women bishops’ legislation through
General Synod.
The then
Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan
Williams, invited a group of women

The event was attended by about a
hundred people, among them Deans
of Women’s Ministry from around the
country and about thirty bishops,
including Pete Wilcox, Bishop of
Sheffield.
The Archbishop of
18

to organise a conference exploring
the issues. Since then, the steering
group has continued to meet
quarterly at Lambeth Palace to
identify
and
address
issues
impacting on women clergy and to
report back to the College of
Bishops.
The group includes
representatives from the National
Association of Diocesan Advisers in
Women’s
Ministry,
BDARC
(Bishops, Deans, Archdeacons and
Residentiary
Canons)
and
AWESOME,
a
network
of
evangelical women clergy. I have
been part of the steering group for
the past year as a member of
WATCH. Key areas we are working
on include: a national maternity
leave policy and more flexible
working,
young
women
and
vocations and the roll out of
unconscious bias training.
Sub
groups include a research group and
one for vocational ministerial
pathways.

ministry statistics were published in
2017. It is telling that Ely is one of
the few dioceses to have a strategy
to recruit more women clergy
(Sheffield does not). Archbishop
Welby
said
that
purposeful
approaches for all dioceses were key
to redressing the balance.
Emma Percy urged that the Church
needed to understand these figures
and to implement strategies for
increasing the proportion of clergy
who are women. She said that there
was a strong missional need for this
with figures in the UK and the US
revealing a significant fall in women
under the age of forty now attending
church. Recent research* in the US
shows that girls and women benefit
from female religious role models.
Women in congregations with female
leaders or equal numbers of male
and female leaders have significantly
increased religious involvement,
self-esteem and spirituality. Men
have similar levels regardless of the
gender of the church leaders.
Therefore, the best for both women
and men is a church with a mix of
male and female lay and ordained
leaders and a pulpit open to both.

The Lambeth day began with Emma
Percy, Chair of WATCH, discussing
September 2019 Church statistics
which reveal that less than a third of
clergy are women (29%) and fewer
than a quarter are in stipendiary
roles. Current projections predict the
total figure rising to only 36% in the
next ten years. The distribution of
women at incumbent level varies
significantly between dioceses. Ely
is the highest at 41%, four dioceses
have 33 – 35% and twelve dioceses
have less than 25%. The lowest is
Chichester at 12%. Sheffield has
24.5%, a fall of 2% since the last

In the afternoon, participants were
invited to attend one of four
discussion workshops on the themes
of: Ministerial Pathways, the Five
Guiding Principles, Mainstreaming
and Harassment. I facilitated the
‘Mainstreaming’ workshop which
discussed how we balance that
women in ministry is ‘normal’ whilst
still addressing the very real issues
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of inequality. While for us at St
Mark’s, female and sometimes allfemale presence in the chancel is
routine, this is far from the case in
many dioceses. There was a deep
feeling amongst some women that
their ministry is still not seen as
‘normal’. They spoke powerfully of
the pain of the day-in, day-out
experience of having to defend their
vocation. A participant said that the
first question from many women
applying for a senior post in her
diocese had been how accepting
that diocese was of women’s
ministry. Some said that no senior
clergy in their diocese were women
and it was not unusual for others to
be the only ordained woman at
deanery and other events. Key
points made were that the Church
has a male culture that clergy who
are women are expected to fit into.
Participants felt that is was key to
first acknowledge this male culture
and then to look at changing it to
make the Church a better place for
all clergy, men and women.

become a weaponised phrase and
the aim should, rather, be for the
highest possible level of communion.
It was recognised that the Principles
are under review but that this work
was taking time.
All the women clergy attending the
Harassment
Workshop
had
experienced bullying and/or sexual
harassment from fellow clergy or
from parishioners. They felt that
such
harassment
was
not
uncommon within the Church but
that very few dioceses have policies
or formal strategies to address it.
Rather than leading as an exemplar,
the Church is way behind secular
public institutions in this regard.
Despite
the
often
painful
experiences discussed, the day was
a very positive and open one and
there was a real desire to name and
to address issues. It was heartening
that so many bishops were in
attendance and able to speak openly
about the situation in their dioceses.
The themes from the day will be
compiled in a report to the College of
Bishops and will also serve to give
further focus and impetus to the work
of the Transformations Group.

Unsurprisingly, the most popular
workshop was that discussing the
Five Guiding Principles and their
working - or not working - in practice.
These Principles were established in
2014 as part of the legislation which
permitted the consecration of women
as bishops. The discussion group
felt that the Principles were being
used in ways that were not originally
intended and it was crucial to ‘call
out’ misogyny where it could exist
under a layer of theology. Some felt
that the term ‘mutual flourishing’ had

Cath Williamson
*She Preached the Word, Knoll and Bolin,
Oxford University Press 2018
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LENT, 2020
No
sooner
has
Christmas
departed than we’re asking you
to think about Lent!
So, here goes…
Our Lent Course for this year,
once
again
produced
in
collaboration with the Manor
Parish, will focus on the themes
of generosity and giving.
These
are
key
concerns,
especially at a time when narrowmindedness and a concern only
for what most affects us seems to
characterise so much of the
political and social lives of
nations. Sadly, it is a spirit which
can affect faith communities as
well. And in times of financial
constraint, such as afflict our
diocese and impact on all the
parishes, they are themes which
demand our attention.
During the five sessions which
we are preparing, we will
approach these themes through
the eyes of a number of different
characters we encounter in
scripture: a poor widow and
profligate friend; a rank outsider
who
defies
conventions;
a
vertically
challenged
tax
collector; a widow and her
daughter-in-law,
returning
economic migrants; a young
woman responding to the most
extraordinary calling from God.

This exploration will also allow us
to read the Bible in different
ways.
At St Mark’s we’ve
become aware that there’s a
thirst for getting inside the stories
in scripture, so we’re using this
course as an opportunity to use
approaches to Bible study that
are
imaginative,
prayerful,
questioning or influenced by
different theological perspectives
such as liberation theology. We
hope this will appeal to and
excite you.
As usual, there will be a number
of small groups meeting at
different times and locations
throughout the first five weeks of
Lent, beginning on 1 March.
Look out for details during the
next few weeks, and sign up. We
are also, as a new endeavour,
hoping to be able to create a
resource that enables people to
take their thoughts back to
families and explore all these
ideas further in accessible ways
there.
If you’re new to St Mark’s, or
have never taken part in a Lent
course group before, please do
join in. It’s a wonderful way of
getting to know other people
better. And, of course, of getting
to grips with some biblical stories
and life-enhancing ideas.
John Schofield

ASH AND PALMS −
LENTEN MATERIALS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE
This Lent we will be offering liturgy to explore relationships between Lenten
practice and our emotional and spiritual responses to Climate Change. This
article describes some of the materials we may use.
Ash
In the last couple of years we have seen devastating fires in our own local
moorland, the Amazon rainforest and now the Australian Bush. With these
images of charred landscape seared in our minds, on Ash Wednesday, as a
sign of penitence, Christians throughout the world will have the sign of the cross
marked on their foreheads with a smudge of ash, accompanied by the words
‘Remember you are Dust, and to Dust you shall return.’
We can hear these words not only as a reminder of our mortality but as a
celebration of our embodiment, and our profound connection with nature.
Genesis tells us we are made of the dust of the Earth, and science tells us that
our atoms were made eons ago in the fires of a star. And Philip Pullman
reminds us that after our death, our atoms go on to be part of other animals and
plants.
To be bodily marked with ash in 2020 is a profound action. We can use it as a
physical parable, and as an act of solidarity and kinship. We can use it to
release negative feelings squashed in by the world’s denial and continuation of
business as usual, as a step towards wholeness and healing.
Palm Sunday and The Lord’s Prayer
(Drawing mainly on The Last Week by Borg and Crossan)
Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday was a carefully prepared political
act, using the prophetic tradition of the physical parable. By staging a send-up
of a Roman Triumphal procession, Jesus declared the Kingdom of God, in
opposition to the power of the Emperor. Instead of entering on a war-horse
through the West Gate of Jerusalem, he rode through the East Gate, on a
donkey, the beast of burden of women and peasants.
Praying for the coming of God’s Kingdom in the Lord’s Prayer is a prayer in
opposition to the Roman Empire then and the forces of global domination now.
The Roman Empire brought Peace through conquest, but God’s Kingdom
brings Peace through economic distributive Justice and non-violence. Praying
to God to ‘Forgive us our sins’ helps us to recognise sin as structural, moving
beyond personal guilt to collective action.
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Palm Crosses
There are many species of palm tree growing widely
around the world. The planting of monocultures of oil
palms is responsible for the destruction of huge areas
of natural forest, while other wild palms are cut down for
timber or burnt to make way for other agriculture and
rearing cattle. Sadly demand for biofuel for transport is
also a factor in deforestation.
In past times in Northern Europe, when crops failed due
to severe weather, farmers would burn palm crosses
and bury them in the fields, despite the disapproval of
the church authorities.
The Palm Cross reminds us of the damage being done to our forests and of
extreme weather events. It symbolises Jesus’ opposition to the forces of his
day, the price he paid, and the Redemption of all Creation. The Palm Cross is
both just a folded leaf and also a way of holding the world’s pain and hope
together in our hands.
CLIMATE THEOLOGY
A two-part worship event using sensory prayer to explore links
between Lenten practice and empowerment to take action on
Climate Change.
Part One: Ash
Sunday 23 February, 4.30 to 5.30 in the Upper Room.
A safe place to unlock our deep feelings about the damage being
done to our planet, as a step towards healing.
This session will not be suitable for children. However if parents
want to attend, the pancake party will be happening downstairs at
the same time.
Part Two: Climate Stations
Sunday 29 March, 4.30 to 5.30
A short liturgy followed by time to visit the stations at your own
pace. This session will be intergenerational and will have been
developed in collaboration with T Time team.
For details contact childrensworker@stmarkssheffield.co.uk .
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BREAKING THE STAINED GLASS CEILING

Bishop Designate Sophie Jelley
(Photo: Sheffield Diocesan News)

Sheffield Diocese has its first female
bishop − the Rev Canon Sophie
Jelley, replacing the Rt Rev Peter
Burrows, who retired as Suffragan
Bishop of Doncaster in September
2019. Her role will have a strong
focus on Doncaster, but will also
involve working closely with the
Bishop of Sheffield right across the
Diocese as part of Bishop Pete’s
staff team, and she will chair the
Board of Education. A graduate of
the University of Leeds, Sophie has
been working in the North for four
years previously as the Director of
Mission, Discipleship and Ministry in

the Diocese of Durham, and Canon
Missioner at Durham Cathedral − as
she says, ‘The Northern province
has become “home” and it will be a
great privilege to continue to minister
here and serve God through his
church and wider community.’
Sophie read Theology at Leeds
where she met her husband Chris
and graduated in 1993.
They
married in 1994 when Sophie began
training for ordination at Wycliffe Hall
theological college in Oxford, where
she gained an MPhil in Theology
(Modern Christian Doctrine) from the
University of Oxford. Sophie was
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ordained deacon in 1997 and
priested in 1998, in the Diocese of
Bradford. Sophie served her title
post at St Peter’s Church in Shipley
until 2000 when she and Chris
became mission partners with
Church Mission Society, serving at
Uganda Christian University after the
birth of their first child. Returning to
the UK in 2003 and after the birth of
their second child, Sophie became
resident minister of St John the
Evangelist, Churt, in the Diocese of
Guildford, where their daughter was
born in 2006.
In 2010 Sophie
became Vicar of St Andrews in
Burgess Hill in the Diocese of
Chichester.
She was appointed
Assistant Diocesan Director of
Ordinands in 2013 in addition to her
role. In 2015 Sophie was appointed
Diocesan Director of Mission,
Discipleship and Ministry and
Residentiary Canon Missioner at
Durham Cathedral. Sophie plays the
violin and viola and is a soprano
singer. She has been a keen runner
for many years and is training for the
London Marathon in support of
Mencap in April 2020.

with her many gifts which will
enable the whole Church to
engage
with
the
diverse
communities which make up the
Diocese, and in particular the
archdeaconry of Doncaster. I look
forward with great joy to be
ministering alongside Sophie.’
As Bishop-Designate Sophie visited
Doncaster
Minster,
Rotherham
Minster and Sheffield Cathedral on
her first day, as well as the Church of
England School Rossington All
Saints Academy, and the parish of
Bentley which has been greatly
affected by the recent floods. Her
consecration will take place in York
this spring.
The Bishop of Sheffield, the Rt Revd
Dr Pete Wilcox, says:
‘I am truly delighted that Canon
Sophie has accepted the invitation
to be the next Bishop of
Doncaster. She is a devoted
disciple of Jesus and a highly
gifted priest, with an almost
uncanny ‘fit’ to the role description
we drew up. She has a wealth of
experience, as an incumbent, a
residentiary cathedral canon and a
member of a bishop’s senior staff
team. Her energy, creativity and
passion will enrich our Diocese,
and I am looking forward hugely to
forging a collaboration with her.’

One member of the advisory panel
that interviewed the candidates was
Revd Amanda Barraclough, Dean of
Women’s Ministry. She comments:
‘I am thrilled to be welcoming the
Revd Canon Sophie Jelley as the
next Bishop of Doncaster. This
appointment ensures the Diocese
of Sheffield more fully reflects the
rich spectrum of ministry as we are
growing to experience it across the
Church of England. Sophie brings

With thanks to Sheffield Diocesan
News
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FEBRUARY HIGHLIGHTS

Feb 2 Sun

9 Sun

12 Weds
16 Sun

19 Weds
21 Fri
22 Sat
23 Sun

25 Tues
26 Weds
27 Thurs
29 Sat
Mar 1 Sun

Candlemas
8.00 am
10.00 am
5.00 pm
7.00 pm

Holy Communion (BCP)
Themed Eucharist for Candlemas
Climate Change & Food talk (Upper Room)
Night Service: Communion

3rd Sunday before Lent
8.00 am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00 am Parish Eucharist with creche and Godly Play
Followed by Parish lunch
4.00 pm Open Sheffield: Open Communion
7.00 pm Night Service: Christian Meditation
7.30 pm PCC Meeting
2nd Sunday before Lent
8.00 am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00 am Parish Eucharist with family session
5.15 pm Taizé meal – bring and share
7.00 pm Night Service: Taizé
2.30 pm
2.00 pm
7.30 pm
5.30 pm

Hallamshire Care Home Communion
Broomgrove Communion
LOGOS (in the Vicarage)
Vigil Eucharist (Mission Partnership Service) at St Mary’s Walkley

1st Sunday before Lent
8.00 am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00 am Parish Eucharist with groups for children & young people
4.30 pm Climate Theology (with pancake party for children)
7.00 pm Night Service: Themed
7.00 pm Pancake Party in the Vicarage
8.30 am Ash Wednesday Communion with Imposition of ashes
7.30 pm Ash Wednesday services at
St Mary’s Walkley or St John’s Ranmoor
11.30 am Abbeyfield Communion
10.00 am CRC Seminar – Jim Cotter Website Launch
Lent 1
8.00 am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00 am Parish Eucharist
7.00 pm Night Service: Communion

REGULAR WEEKDAY WORSHIP
St Mark’s Services

Mission Partnership Prayer

Monday
(not Bank
Holidays)

8.30 am Morning Prayer
9.00 am Communion
6.30 pm Julian Prayer

5.00 pm Evening Prayer at St Timothy’s Crookes

Tuesday

No Services

5.45 pm Choral Evensong at St John’s Ranmoor

Wednesday 8.30 am Communion
5.00 pm Evening Prayer (with Mission Partnership)
Thursday

8.30 am Morning Prayer
12 noon Communion

Friday

5.00 pm Evening Prayer

9.00 am Morning Prayer at St Stephen’s (The Vine)
5.00 pm Evening Prayer at St Mary’s Walkley

Keep checking the St Mark’s website for events and information
www.stmarkssheffield.co.uk
You can follow St Mark’s on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/stmarksbbsheffield/
And don’t forget to check the notice boards around the church.
EDITORIAL TEAM
Margot Fox, Frances Gray, Dez Martin, David Price & Rob Wilks.
This issue was edited by Frances Gray.
The Editors welcome comments and suggestions and invite contributions.
The next edition will be edited by Rob Wilks - rob.wilks65@gmail.com
If you propose to submit an article for the next edition, please inform Rob as soon as possible.
Articles should be sent by the 14 February or earlier if possible.
When sending photographs, please ensure that they are JPEGs, and of a high resolution.
The editors make every effort to obtain permission for all photographs and illustrations and to trace
copyright owners, please contact us in the unlikely event of a breach of copyright.

WHO’S WHO
Vicar

Revd Sue Hammersley 266 0260/ 07904 284 853
sue@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

Associate Vicar
Revd Sarah Colver

07975 689403
sarah@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

Pastoral Care Coordinator
Gill MacGregor

266 1079

Assistant Priest
Revd Shan Rush

07598 156817
shan@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

CTBB Worker with Older
People
Claire Brooks

ctbb546@
gmail.com

Curate
Revd Caitlin Thomson

caitlin@stmarksheffield.co.uk
Transport Coordinator
Doreen Godden

Reader
Anne Padget
Jonathan Williamson

07736 527777
Contact the church office

Honorary Staff
Revd Dr. Michael Bayley
Revd Peter Fisher
Revd Dr. Mark Newitt

Director of Music
David Willington
Caretaker
Tim Moore

258 5248
327 4718
230 4586

music@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

caretaker@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

Children & Families
Worker
Hannah Jones

268 1426

PCC Secretary
tbc – contact church office

266 3613

230 2757
258 3678

255 0634
07513 190739

Library Team
Maureen Bownas
Pauline Miller

Flowers
Mary-Jane Ryder

230 3242

Treasurer
David Armstrong

Childrens & Families Worker
Hannah Jones

childrensworker
@stmarksheffield.co.uk

Gift Aid Secretary
Judith Pitchforth

Parish Safeguarding Officer
Duncan Lennox
266 9365
Safeguarding Administrator
Sarah Jenkins s_blamirebrown@hotmail.com
Domestic Abuse Officer
Jane Padget
07921 863281
Diocesan Safeguarding Officer
Linda Langthorne
07871 796682

childrensworker
@stmarkssheffi
eld.co.uk

Lunch Club
Rosalind Rogerson

Churchwardens
Philip Booth
Pat Hunt

Safeguarding Team:

Contact
Church office
266 3613

david.treasurer3
@gmail.com

230 7685

PCC groups:
Faith & Justice
Fabric & Finance
Communications
Hospitality &
Pastoral Care
Study & Learning
Worship & Liturgy

The Vicar and Associate Vicar normally have Tuesday off parish duties.
The Assistant Priest normally has Saturday off parish duties.
THE CHURCH OFFICE IS OPEN
Weekdays from 9.00 AM TO 1.00 PM except Thursday.
Church Administrator: Sarah Rousseau Tel. 0114 266 3613
Email: office@stmarkssheffield.co.uk Visit us on www.stmarkssheffield.co.uk

For details
see website or
contact
Church Office:
266 3613

